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Let us consider nonlinear programming problem

min{f0(x), x ∈ Ω},Ω = {x ∈ En : fj(x) ≤ 0},

j ∈ J = {1,m} The functions supposed to be
sufficiently smooth. The iterative process

xk+1 = xk + tk sk, k = 0, 1, ...
is defined to solve this problem. Here sk is the

direction of moving from current iterative point
xk, tk – the step along this direction.

The methods for solving nonlinear program-
ming problem have been constructed in the uni-
form scheme of methods of reduced direction for
sequential computers [1]. This approach is based
on the idea of linearization of ”active” constraints
and the notion of ”reduced” direction used as
search direction in the iterative points. Different
cost functions have been used to calculate the step
length along ”reduced” direction. The methods of
following known groups have been realized into the
frame of the scheme mentioned above : the fea-
sible directions methods [2], the nondifferentiable
cost functions [3], the differentiable [4] and barrier
cost functions [5], the modified Lagrangian func-
tions [6], methods of centers [5], combined meth-
ods [7,8].

To build ”reduced” direction the several strate-
gies of constructing the set of ”active” constraints
gradients are used. The idea of linearization of
active constraints in the current iterative point x
is used: fj(x) + 〈f ′j(x), s〉 = −vj , j ∈ Ja,
v = (vj) j∈Ja — the vector of parameters. Di-

rection has been defined by the following formula:
s = −Pz −R(v + f).

Here vectors z, v — are the direction param-
eters, matrices P , R satisfy the following condi-
tions:

AT P = 0, AT R = Ir, A = (f ′j(x)) j∈Ja ,

where Ir is an r × r unit matrix, r = Ja ≤ n.
There are different ways to calculate matrices P ,
R. We implement the following technique of ma-
trices definition, based on the LQ matrix decom-
position:

P = QT2 , R = QT1 L
−1, AT = (L; 0)Q,

where L — is left thriangular matrix, Q — or-
thogonal matrix.

Hence to determine the new iterative point xk+1

it is necessary to define the cases of calculating
the direction parameters z, v and step length t.
Parameters and step length are caculated so that
to decrease some merit function. For this reason
the following merit functions are used:

f0(x) — target function [2]
FN (x) = f0(x)+N max

j∈J
{0, fj(x)}, N > 0 — exact

cost function [3]

Φρ(x) = f0(x) +
1

2ρ

∑
j∈J

max 2{0, fj(x)} — differ-

entiable cost function [4]
Bρ(x) = f0(x) + ρ

∑
j∈J

ln(−fj(x)) — barrier cost

function [5]

Mρ(x, λ) = f0(x) +
ρ

2

∑
j∈J
{max 2(0, λj +

1

ρ
fj(x))−

λ2j} — modified Lagrangian function [6]

Φβ(x) = ((f0(x)− β)+)2 +
∑
j∈J

max 2{0, fj(x)}. —

external distance function [5]

On the basis of the uniform scheme of reduced
directions methods the optimization system ODiS
with visualization was realized for sequential com-
puters. It is used for research purposes and also
for studying of methods of nonlinear optimization.
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It is suggested to use algorithm of barrier cost
functions method to build parralel algorithms of
methods of reduced directions. Three ways of par-
allelization in the uniform scheme are used:

• calculating algorithms of methods of reduced
gradient calculate the value of constraints of
the problem many times so they could be cal-
culated parallely;

• the uniform scheme is based on matrix-vector
multiplications, so it is possible to make their
effective parallel realization;

• there are parallel realizations of LQ matrix
decomposition used in the uniform scheme.

The direction is built parametrically in the
methods iof reduced directions. Them method to
use is fixed with merit function, the way of ac-
tive constraints set calculation and with direction
parameters. In that a way all the methods are
contracted in the uniform scheme, the same ba-
sic procedures are used to realize all the methods
with special parameters.

The procedures of direction and step calculation
have been written in the MPI interface for meth-
ods of reduced gradient, The parametes to chose
the method to use are availiable.

The experiments are conducting now on the
example of barrier cost functions method [9] us-
ing written procedures. Results of numerical ex-
periments of application of parallel algorithms of
methods of the reduced directions are received.
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